
a secret alliance
of mad scientists and arch-villains who strive to
terrorize humanity and take over the world, is
recruiting! Following the unfortunate (and messy)
demise of Dr. Heinrich von Untergang (who
“accidentally” fell into his own vat of acid), the
organization just announced it has an opening for
one new member. Each player is a freelance mad
scientist hoping and scheming to claim that coveted
seat at The Ministry of Discord by eliminating all
the competing mad scientists (players) in the
game…by anymeans necessary!

The MINISTRYof DISCORD,  

ROBOT RISE! begins with each player having three secret

lairs and a hand of cards. Each player’s turn consists of

playing a card (if possible), executing the effects of that

card, and then drawing a card (or cards) to complete the

turn. The last player to have any secret lairs remaining

wins the game.

��� OVERVIEW ���

1

90 play-deck cards

��� GAME COMPONENTS ���

Secret lair Destroyed lair

18 secret lair cards

��� INITIAL SETUP ���

1) Provide each player 3 secret lair cards. These start the

game facing up (“destroyed” side down) on the table in

front of the player.

2) Shuffle the 90-card play deck (all cards with the ROBOT

RISE! logo on the back). Deal each player either 5 cards (if

3-6 players) or 7 cards (if 2 players).
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3) Place the remaining cards (the draw deck) face down in

the middle of the table so all players can reach it. Beside

it should be room for the discard pile. A 4-player setup

(partway through a game) is shown.

NOTENOTENOTENOTE:::: If players receive any Event cards (with red title

bars) in their initial dealt hands, they should immediately

discard them and obtain the same number of

replacement cards from the top of the draw deck. The

discarded Event cards should be shuffled back into the

draw deck prior to play.

Event cards
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��� GAME PLAY  ���

Each player’s turn consists of two stages:

(A) Playing a card, and

(B) Drawing a card (or cards)

(A) Playing a card: A player must play one card from their

hand if they have any cards that can be played (see next

section for details). A card that is played goes directly to

the discard pile (the Force Field card is an exception).

If a player has no cards that can be played, they may

discard three of the same giant robot part cards (e.g.,

three Giant Robot Heads) and draw two new cards from

the deck. Whether or not a player can (or chooses to)

swap out three giant robot parts, they then proceed to…

(B) Drawing a card: A player ends their turn by picking the

top card off the deck and placing the card in their hand. If

a player has fewer than three cards in their hand at this

point, they keep drawing until they have three cards.

Play proceeds clockwise to the next player to the left.
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4) Select a player to go first. Suggested rules include:

• Whoever is wearing the cleanest lab coat

• Whoever most recently toppled a government

• Whoever caused a science fair to be evacuated

at the earliest age

• Whoever has the most maniacal laugh

• The youngest player



��� PLAYING A CARD  ���

In ROBOT RISE!, there are five types of cards to play:

1) Lethal Attack

2) Nuisance Attack

3) Utility

4) Defense

5) Event

See the Happy Harpy Games website for a complete card

reference guide (www.happyharpygames.com).

LethalLethalLethalLethal AttackAttackAttackAttack CardsCardsCardsCards

When a Lethal Attack card is played against an opponent,

that opponent mustmustmustmust defend (see below) or one of their

secret lairs is destroyed. Lethal Attack cards have orange

bottom label bars.
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If the deck is fully drawn down at any point, shuffle the

discard pile to replace the deck.

Players exit the game when the third of their three secret

lairs is destroyed.

If a player destroys another player’s last secret lair, the

attacker selects one card from the exiting player’s hand to

keep; the exiting player’s remaining cards are discarded.

The last player with a lair is the winner!

NuisanceNuisanceNuisanceNuisance AttackAttackAttackAttack CardsCardsCardsCards

When a Nuisance Attack card is played against an

opponent, that opponent maymaymaymay defend (see below).

Defending against nuisance attacks is optional. If an

opponent defends against a nuisance attack, the attack

has no effect (both the attack card and the defense card

go directly to the discard pile). Nuisance Attack cards have

purple bottom label bars.

UtilityUtilityUtilityUtility CardsCardsCardsCards

Utility cards permit the player to take special actions. They

are neither attacks nor defenses. Utility cards have green

bottom label bars.

DefenseDefenseDefenseDefense CardsCardsCardsCards

When a player is attacked, defending against the attack is

accomplished by playing a Defense card. Only Defense

cards may be played as a response to an attack.

A player wishing to defend against an attack must play

(discard) an appropriate Defense card before play

continues. The defending player then immediately draws a

card from the deck to replace it. Defense cards have blue

bottom label bars.
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Every mad scientist should have a giant robot ready and

willing to destroy on command. In ROBOT RISE!, giant

robots are constructed from one of each of three kinds of

cards: Head, Body, and Legs.

A fully formed giant robot may be played either as a lethal

attack or as a defense against any attack.

Without all three cards (Head, Body, and Legs) present,

the giant robot is nonfunctional and cannot be played

either as attack or as defense.

��� GIANT ROBOTS  ���
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EventEventEventEvent CardsCardsCardsCards

Event cards never go into a player’s hand. When an Event

card is drawn, the player who drew it must defend against

the event (for Global Annihilation, all players must defend)

or lose a secret lair (just like a lethal attack). Event cards

have red top and bottom label bars.

NOTE: A giant robot may be formed from any combination

of Head, Body, and Legs cards as long as one of each kind

is involved. A giant robot need not stylistically match to be

valid. However, if a player does play all three matching

robot parts cards (as in above example), that player may

use the giant robot to lethally attack TWO players instead

of just one.

Giant robots used either as a lethal attack or as a defense

against an attack are played and discarded as a set. Once

discarded, the giant robot is broken into pieces and the

Head, Body, and Legs cards are once again handled

individually (such as when being retrieved by a player

using a Time Machine card).

��� TEMPORARY ALLIANCES  ���

There are times when even the most independent mad

scientist needs some help. In ROBOT RISE!, if a player has

at least two of the three giant robot parts (a Head card

and a Legs card, for example), they may request a

temporary alliance with another player to secure the

missing giant robot card.

To do so, the player places the two cards face up on the

table and announces the request (e.g., “I am requesting

an alliance to supply a giant robot body.”). Any other

player who has the requested card and wishes to join the

alliance must then show the card being offered.

If two or more players offer to join the alliance, the

requesting player may then choose whose card to accept.
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If only one player offers to join the alliance, the requesting

player must accept the card. If no players offer to join the

alliance, the requesting player returns the two giant robot

cards back into their hand and considers alternate plays.

Once an offered card is accepted, the player providing the

missing giant robot part draws a replacement card from

the deck. The requesting player, who is now in possession

of a fully armed and operational giant robot, may use it to

lethally attack any player other than the one who joined

the alliance. Consistent with the word “temporary,” an

alliance terminates immediately after the giant robot’s

attack. Alliances may not be requested for defense.

��� CLARIFYING NOTES  ���

Since it’s impossible to include every possible rule and

clarification in this short booklet, if you have questions

about cards or rules, please visit the online Q&A page at

www.happyharpygames.com/robotrisefaq

Or point your smartphone or tablet’s camera at this code:
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��� SAMPLE PLAY  ���

Ana, Ben, Chloe, and Dan are midway through

a game of ROBOT RISE! Ana starts her turn and

plays a Nuke attack against Dan. She laughs,

low and terrible, a gleam in her eye.

That’s a lethal attack, so Dan must defend or

lose a secret lair. He plays an Escape card. He

then draws a card (to replace the defense card

he played). Ana draws a card to end her turn.

It’s now Ben’s turn. He only has two of three

Giant Robot parts, so he requests an alliance.

“I need a Giant Robot Body!” he says, laying

down Head and Legs cards.

Chloe and Dan hold up Giant Robot Body cards.

Ben considers his options and picks Dan’s

card. Dan draws a replacement card from the

deck. Chloe returns her card back into her

hand. Ben adds Dan’s card to the Giant Robot

now formed and, discarding it, announces he is

using it to attack Ana.

Ana chooses not to use the EMP card in her

hand and, instead, sacrifices a secret lair by

flipping over one of her secret lair cards to

show the “destroyed” side. Since she did not

defend, she does not draw a new card.

Ben ends his turn by drawing a new card…
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��� SAMPLE PLAY (continued)  ���

Surprise! It’s a Spy Attack card. This does NOT

go into his hand. Instead, he discards it and

must defend against the attack immediately.

However, Ben has no defense cards and no

secret lairs left, so he must exit the game! The

cards remaining in his hand are placed on the

discard pile.

Play continues to Chloe, who starts her turn by

playing a Secret Cache card. She draws two

new cards from the deck and adds them to her

hand. Chloe then finishes her turn by drawing a

(third) card.

Next up is Dan, who plays a giant robot card

set: Giant Robot Head, Giant Robot Body, and

Flexible Bot Module. He sends his completed

giant robot trundling off to attack Chloe, who

must defend.

Chloe defends with a Malware card, which

sends the giant robot straight back to attack

Dan, who must now defend. Chloe draws a de-

fensive replacement card and enjoys the irony

as Dan disables his own giant robot with his

last card, an EMP. Dan then draws a defensive

replacement card himself. He ends his turn by

drawing 2 cards (to get his hand back up to 3).

And play continues…
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